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High-level Operations
Operating successfully demands a high level of 

knowledge and experience. It calls for strong 

project management, technical skills, and cost 

transparency. Success also requires good 

cooperation, which is why you choose your 

partners selectively. Partners capable of adapting 

to the way you work and who are willing to go the 

extra mile for you. Riwal is that partner.

Proven Solutions
No matter the industry that you operate in, you are 

fully aware of the implications of completing a job 

before the deadline, to win and retain a customer. 

More than any other company, Riwal understands 

your specific needs. Regardless of the height at 

which you work and irrespective of the size of your 

organisation, we always have the perfect solution 

for you. Not only high-quality access equipment, 

but also first-class service and training. With safety 

as our main focus, our goal is to help you com-

plete your jobs at height as safely and efficiently 

as possible. We accomplish this by maximising 

uptime and providing you with innovative solutions 

to fit your specific needs. Whether it’s rental or 

sales of access equipment, we are here for every 

business, from multinationals and SME’s to the 

self-employed.

“ Working with Riwal has been great. We’ve had a single point of contact 

regardless of where we are in the world, and that includes invoicing and 

quotes in a single currency. Their global reach has meant that they’ve been 

able to cover us in all the far corners of the world that we’ve been to.”          

- Jeremy Troughton, Project Manager at GAC Pindar

The Riwal Holding Group was established in 1968 and is headquartered in the

Netherlands. We are an international rental and sales specialist of aerial work platforms,

telehandlers, and forklifts. Employing over 2.500 people and with 75 depot operations

in 16 countries, we operate over 19.000 units and conduct business in over 70 countries

worldwide. Our mission is, through engaged people, to provide the best customer

experience.

Striving for Top Performance
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We have an international rental fleet consisting of 19.000 aerial work platforms,

telehandlers, and forklifts. Our range includes diesel, electric, and hybrid versions.

When you rent an aerial work platform, telehandler or forklift truck from us, you can be

sure that it is of the best quality and fits your needs perfectly. We carry equipment from

renowned manufacturers such as JLG, Genie, Manitou and Holland Lift. Whether moving

people or materials at height, Riwal has everything you need.

Working With You to Achieve Your Goals

International Presence
One significant advantage of Riwal is our global reach, with depot locations in 16 countries. We aim to 

provide the highest service standard to you wherever you operate internationally. We do this by entering into 

individual contracts for each country we operate in, or by working with one central contract covering your 

selected countries. Even if your operations are in a country in which Riwal does not have a local office, we 

can still make sure you receive the same high level of service.

0844 335 2993
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As a company, we believe in a core set of 

values that define our character and guide 

our behaviours – with our customers and 

in society at large. They are the values 

that make us good corporate citizens and 

reliable partners.

Core Values

Safety Integrity TeamworkResponsibility Engagement
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Our mission is to deliver the best customer experience in the industry. But we know that 

it takes more than good intentions to fulfill that promise. That’s why we’ve implemented 

The Riwal Way. The idea of The Riwal Way is to create standardised systems for every 

aspect of our business, to ensure the same quality product and service with every single 

customer, every time we do business, anywhere in the world.

The Riwal Way

To create The Riwal Way, we asked our customers 

what they valued most about us and what was 

most important to them when they did business 

with us. We were able to distill their feedback into 

six “value drivers” ranging from safety – everyone’s 

number one priority – to invoice accuracy. 

And with that knowledge, we built an operating 

model that is totally focused on delivering those 

value drivers to our customers.
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Electric Equipment
To better meet customer demands for sustainable 

solutions, Riwal has introduced a groundbreaking 

innovation by converting five types of aerial work 

platforms from diesel to battery powered. This 

results in machines with working heights from 22 

to 43 meters that produce zero emissions. 

Additionally, these all-electric machines operate 

at a very low noise level, making them suitable for 

indoor use with no restrictions. Best of all, these 

electric machines function just as well as the diesel 

versions.

Customised Modifications
For various jobs at height, you may need a 

machine painted a different color. We can custom-

paint a machine to fit your needs, whether you 

want it to stand out or blend in. For example, we 

have painted machines black to blend into the 

background for media production.

Pipe Carrier
Transporting pipes upwards during construction 

can be challenging due to the material rolling off of 

the work platform. Especially if the work consists 

of replacing, moving, assembling, or installing 

pipes, it is very important that the material is 

moved around safely. 

To combat this issue, we designed a custom pipe 

carrier that can be attached to scissor lifts for safer 

and easier transportation. The secured load on 

the pipe carriers can match the maximum lifting 

capacity of the machine, up to 800 kg. The pipe 

carrier has a CE marking and has been certified by 

the TÜV.

Helping you to get your jobs at height done is our goal, and sometimes this necessitates 

the creation of tailor-made solutions to fit your specific needs. We work with you to 

understand your challenges and then implement specialised solutions to overcome any 

hurdles that you face on the job.

Smart Solutions
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My Riwal
The My Riwal Rental app and customer portal make 
it easy to rent and manage rental equipment on 
large projects, by providing you with one platform 
in which you can conduct all of your business with 
Riwal. The My Riwal Rental app is available in the 
local language of all of the European countries in 
which Riwal has operations: The Netherlands, 
Belgium, France, Germany, Poland, UK, Spain, 
Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Slovenia, and Croatia.

Features of My Riwal: 
•   Access rental orders online (desktop, tablet, and 

smartphone)
•  View updated invoices
•  Access machine documents
•  Rent and off-rent machines quickly
•  Contact your account manager
•  Pinpoint the exact location of a specific machine.

Augmented Reality
The My Riwal Rental app makes it easier than ever 
to choose the best equipment for the job with our 
augmented reality feature. With your phone camera 

and the tap of a finger, you can see machines 
integrated into your work environment, measure 
if they have the proper working height, and see if 
they fit through entrances.

BIM
BIM (Building Information Modelling) is revolutioni-
sing the construction industry, allowing companies 
to plan out work more efficiently than ever before. 
By creating 3D models of construction sites, it is 
easy to see the layout of a project, from buildings 
and landscaping to the machinery being used. 
Riwal has branded many BIM models of machines 
in our fleet from different, reputable brands and 
made them available online. Our in-house BIM 
experts can advise you about which aerial work 
platforms are best suited for your work, and then 
add the BIM models directly to construction site 
models. Specially trained Riwal consultants work 
alongside you in the development phase to advise 
in cost and usage of equipment, lowering the 
failure cost. In this way, Riwal acts as both a 
supplier and expert consultant, serving all of your 

needs when working at height.

We constantly strive to make our customers’ lives easier by innovating new technologies. 

Our digital solutions are created with our customers in mind, to make it easier to plan, 

manage, train, and communicate. 

With an collaborative mindset, we listen to our customers and create new digital 

technologies that adapt to their changing needs.

Digital Innovations
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Safety Scan
The Safety Scan is a unique concept, which has 

been developed to ensure that projects are carried 

out more safely and efficiently, taking into account 

the local legislation and regulations that must be 

met. Our safety experts visit a worksite and conduct 

an audit, using an online audit program, to measure 

how safely and efficiently work is carried out with 

aerial work platforms. After, our customers receive 

two reports, one that is more comprehensive and 

one that only includes the safety issues that need to 

be addressed. 

The purpose of the Safety Scan is to make our 

customers and operators aware of the dangers and 

risks of operating machines, but above all to create 

(safety) awareness. In addition, we offer an improve-

ment toolbox, which gives our customers concrete 

solutions for improving work site safety.

Training
Riwal attaches paramount importance to working 

at heights safely and efficiently. Therefore, we 

understand how important it is for your employees 

to receive adequate training. Riwal is here to assist 

you in this endeavor with our training geared to 

working at heights safely. 

In addition to the training ‘Working Safely with 

Aerial Work Platforms’, Riwal also offers courses 

for operating forklift trucks or telehandlers and 

other industrial courses. 

Riwal has its own training centers but – if neces-

sary – training can also be given onsite at your 

location. In some countries, we can provide IPAF 

(International Powered Access Federation) training 

after which trainees will receive a PAL (powered 

access license) card that is valid for five years.

Whatever the job, safety comes first. That is why safety is an essential part of everything 

we do. Not only do we monitor safety developments closely, we constantly aim to be 

ahead of them. We inspect all of our machines after each rental and before sending them 

to another work site. If anything can be done better, we will act on it. That’s why we never 

cease to train our own as well as your employees, creating the safest possible working 

environment for people using our equipment.

Virtual Reality Training
Our Virtual Reality simulators are designed to increase safety and efficiency by providing additional training for 
machine operators on different machine models and in a variety of high-risk scenarios tailored to the construction 
industry. Additionally, this innovation provides operators with intermittent opportunities to refresh their training, 
which is particularly useful if an operator has not worked with a machine for some time. Better trained operators 
are then able to work more comfortably on the various machinery, increasing project safety and efficiency.

Safety First
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Riwal Pink Machines
Riwal values giving back to our local communities. 

We choose popular machines and paint a select 

number of them pink to benefit breast cancer. 

Each time one of our pink machines is rented out, 

a portion of the profit goes directly to a local breast 

cancer research organisation.

Sustainability
Maintaining high standards in regards to sustaina-

bility is of the utmost importance to Riwal.

By this, we mean that we are constantly striving to 

keep economic, environmental and social

interests in balance with respect to people, planet 

and profit. Our own employees are our most im-

portant resource, and so we operate our business 

to ensure their health and safety and to provide 

them with career development opportunities. 

We make a conscious effort to reduce our energy 

consumption and waste, recycling old materials 

and choosing products that are better for our planet. 

Thus, we build new depots with features that meet 

the highest standards of environmental and ecolo-

gical design. This includes installing rainwater har-

vesting and recycling systems to conserve water 

as well as solar panels on the roofs to lower our 

carbon footprint. We also convert machines from 

diesel to 100% electric propulsion, to promote a 

reduction in CO2 emissions and provide our custo-

mers with alternative sustainable solutions.

Certifications
Our SHEQ (safety, health, environment, quality) 

department upholds our commitment to 

quality, safety, and sustainability. We ensure these 

standards through certifications with DNV-GL, a 

quality assurance assessment provider. 

We possess the following certifications that assess 

our company standards for occupational health 

and safety, quality, environment, sustainability, and 

contractor safety: OSAS 18001, ISO 9001, ISO 

14001, CSR Performance Ladder, SCC (Safety 

Checklist Contractors).

Riwal has always demonstrated a very firm commitment to society and the local 

community, throughout all of our work processes. By creating a positive work culture for 

our employees, being aware of our carbon footprint and reducing waste, and supporting 

causes in the local communities we are a part of, Riwal strives to make a positive impact. 

Additionally, we find it important, as good corporate citizens, to engage in positive ways 

and strengthen local connections through sports and culture.

Corporate Social Responsibility 

Sponsorship
At Riwal, we believe it is important to stay involved in our communities and support local initiatives. One way that we 

do this is through sports sponsorship. We are a leading sponsor of the Riwal-Readynez cycling team from Denmark, 

who race competitively in the Procontinental league. Additionally, we support the football team FC Dordrecht, located in 

the same city as our headquarters in the Netherlands. Through our sponsorship of these sports teams, we aim to stay 

involved with and connect to our customers and communities on a more personal level.
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Riwal Holding Group BV
Wilgenbos 2
3311 JX Dordrecht, The Netherlands
T : +31 (0)88 618 18 18
E : info@riwal.com

rental sales maintenance parts training

Riwal Headquarters
Wilgenbos 2, 3311 JX Dordrecht, 
the Netherlands

Riwal Belgium
Winterbeeklaan 31, 3600 Genk Limburg
- Antwerp

Riwal Croatia
Bjelovarska 51, 10370 Dugo Selo  
Lukarišće - Split 

Riwal Denmark
P.L. Brandts Allé 1, 5220 Odense SØ
- Glostrup - Århus - Aalborg - Esbjerg

Riwal France
ZA du Bois Gueslin - Allée de la Voie Croix, 
28630 Mignieres Chartres
- Nantes - Bordeaux - Reims - Lille - Lyon
- Bourgogne - Paris Nord - Paris Sud
- Paris Ouest - Marseille

Riwal Germany
Heidenkampsweg 45, 20097 Hamburg
- Hamburg - Hannover - Dortmund  
- Kamp -Lintfort - Chemnitz - Hanau  
- Frankfurt - Bingen - Ludwigshafen  
- Stuttgart - München - Lörrach

Riwal Kazakhstan 
Abulkhair Khan avenue  33 060011 Atyrau  
- Aksai - Astana - Tengiz - Aktau

Riwal the Netherlands 
Maxwellstraat 27, 3316 GP Dordrecht 
- Amsterdam - Eindhoven - Groningen
- Hengelo - Rotterdam - Zwolle 

Riwal Norway
Hellenvegen 7, 2022 Gjerdrum Oslo

Riwal Poland
ul. Zamkowa Wola 31a, 96-200 Rawa  

Mazowiecka 

- Szczecin - Pruszcz Gdaćski - Poznać  

- Warszawa - ćódć - Wrocćaw - Opole  

- Zabrze - Kraków

Riwal Slovenia
Šmartinska cesta 32, 1000 Ljubljana 
Ljubljana Slovenia

Riwal Spain
Pol. Ind. Castilla Vial 15, Parc 15, 46380 
Cheste Valencia
- Barcelona - Madrid

Riwal Sweden
Flintyxegatan 3, 213 76 Malmö
- Stockholm - Borlänge - Gävle
- Norrköping - Linköping 

Riwal United Kingdom
DC7 Blossom Way, Prologis Maylands Gateway
HP2 4ZP Hemel Hempstead 
- Kent - Bracknell - Wigan - London

@RiwalGlobal Riwalfacebook.com/RiwalInternational


